High achieving students need your help! Approximately 38.1% of American Indian students who decide to pursue a STEM field in college will graduate within five years compared to 60.5% of their non-STEM American Indian peers.

The NASEP is committed to developing programming to encourage American Indian youth to pursue their high ambitions and academic success. To date, NASEP has served various American Indian communities across the state of Arizona and there still remain a high need to outreach to students who deserve support.

Create an Experience

Sponsorship and community support is critical to maintain the high level of opportunity and support for American Indian students interested in pursuing a Science, Technology, Engineering, or Mathematic degree at a post-secondary institution. All sponsorships or donations directed to the Native American Science & Engineering Program (NASEP) at the University of Arizona are considered tax deductible. Proper documentation and tax identification number can be provided upon request. Thank you for supporting American Indian youth.

NASEP has identified three key areas of support to meet various philanthropic interests.

Summer Experience

NASEP begins each cohort with a week-long on campus experience. All American Indian students accepted to the program receive full scholarships covering expenses related to room and board, food, computer technology, computer software, and academic supplies, such as ACT study guides and graphing calculators. Funds received are directed toward enhancing the summer experience.

Conference Experience

NASEP strives to network with nationally established organizations, like the American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) and Center for Integrated Advanced Networks (CIAN), to expose college-bound American Indian students to professional opportunities in STEM related fields. Funds received are utilized to support NASEP students to attend and present at national conferences.

Year-Long Academic Experience

NASEP students continue receiving support to successfully complete the requirements to the program by participating in college preparation activities, academic tutoring, and professional development. Various incentives are offered for students to stay engaged and in communication with support staff. Funds received are directly used to purchase incentives related to curriculum objectives.
**Native American Science & Engineering Program**

**Sponsorship Form**

**Summer Experience**
- Holistic Coin $1000* Funds one NASEP student to attend the summer program at the University of Arizona
- Celebration Coin $750* Sponsors the family celebration held at the end of the summer program
- Technology Coin $500* Supports the purchase of technology for one NASEP student during the summer program
- Wellness Coin $100 Provides week-long nutrition of one NASEP student during the summer program
- Travel Coin $50 Aids one NASEP family with expenses related to travel to the University of Arizona
- Goal Coin $25 Supports one NASEP student at the family celebration held at the end of the summer program

**Conference Experience**
- Roundtrip Coin $1250* Supports one NASEP student to attend the 2012 AISES Conference in Anchorage, Alaska
- Flight Coin $625* Provides one NASEP student's airfare to attend the 2012 AISES Conference
- Habitat Coin $400* Supports one NASEP student's lodging and meals associated with the 2012 AISES Conference
- Access Coin $125 Sponsors one NASEP student's conference registration for the 2012 AISES Conference

**Year-Long Academic Experience**
- Experience Coin $150 Assists one NASEP student to participate in concurrent enrollment with a local community college
- SAT/ACT Coin $50 Covers registration fee for either the SAT or ACT
- Festivity Coin $25 Sponsors the purchase of various incentives related to college preparation & experiences
- Booster Coin Sponsor any portion of NASEP at the level you feel comfortable $__________

**Grand Total:__________**

Please make check out to: University of Arizona Foundation—Early Academic Outreach

Mail check to: Early Academic Outreach
PO Box 210158
Tucson, AZ 85721-0158
Fax: 520-626-2307

Contact Information:
Rudy McCormick, Director
Early Academic Outreach
Office: 520-626-2300
Email: rudymc@email.arizona.edu

Company: ______________________ Contact: ______________________
Address: ____________________________
Phone: ____________________________ Email: ____________________________
Fax: ____________________________

All NASEP supporters receive recognition of their assistance on the UA NASEP website and select UA NASEP literature. Please submit your company name and logo (high resolution 300 dpi or more) as a jpeg or tiff file to eao@email.arizona.edu.

*Donations over the amount of $400 will receive special company recognition and invitation to personally meet NASEP participants during the summer experience.*